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ABSTRACT
We investigate the relationship between search behavior, eye tracking measures, and learning. We conducted a user study where
30 participants performed searches on the web. We measured their
verbal knowledge before and after each task in a content-independent
manner, by assessing the semantic similarity of their entries to expert vocabulary. We hypothesize that differences in verbal knowledgechange of participants are reflected in their search behaviors and
eye-gaze measures related to acquiring information and reading.
Our results show that participants with higher change in verbal
knowledge differ by reading significantly less, and entering more
sophisticated queries, compared to those with lower change in
knowledge. However, we do not find significant differences in other
search interactions like page visits, and number of queries.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in HCI;
Web-based interaction.
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INTRODUCTION

We investigate the relationship between search behavior, eye gaze,
and learning. Marchionini described information seeking as “a process, in which humans purposefully engage in order to change
their state of knowledge” [19]. Thus information search is driven by
higher-level human needs. We can consider information seeking as
a process that changes the state of a searcher’s knowledge. This consideration points us to works that draw upon strong ties between
information search and learning. For example, exploratory search
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has been described as search as learning [20]. More recently, Jansen
et al. [16] noted that “a learning theory may better describe the information searching process than more commonly used paradigms
of decision making or problem solving”. I-LEARN model created by
Neuman, from the learning theory perspective, attempts to connect
learning theory with information science perspectives [22]. The
model posits “the use of information as the fundamental building
block for learning“. If we consider learning as an integral part of
information search process, the challenge then is how to measure
learning. We can turn to the educational psychology literature, but
we should first note that measuring a searcher’s learning is actually
not new in our field. For example, Pirolli et al. [26] measured user
learning in their evaluation of Scatter/Gather exploratory search
interface. Learning was assessed by examining gains in a user’s
understanding of the topic structure, and in a user’s ability to formulate effective queries. Possible operationalizations of learning
measurement include measures of a user’s ability to formulate more
effective queries, a user’s familiarity with concepts, and relationships between concepts.
Our interest is in the learning that takes place at the bottom
level of the modified Bloom’s taxonomy – the remembering and
factual knowledge level [1]. Therefore, we operationalize learning
as changes in verbal knowledge [17] from before to after a search
session. One goal of our work is to construct learning measures that
require minimal input from users, and, for example, do not require
users to answer topic-specific comprehension tests. We use two
types of learning measures, a simple topic-independent measure,
and a measure based on semantic similarity with expert vocabulary.
Our expectation is that searchers who invest more search-effort,
and who consume more result pages, learn more. In other words,
their topical vocabulary improves and becomes more similar to
expert vocabulary. Search-effort is conceptualized as a two part,
multiple-component construct: (a) search interaction (i.e., visiting
SERPs and result pages, entering queries); and (b) acquiring text
from web pages by reading (i.e., number and duration of reading
fixations, length of reading sequences, number and length of eye
regressions).
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BACKGROUND

Learning, in the context of interactive information retrieval, is interesting for a few reasons. Assessment of learning outcomes resulting
from search, are a good candidate for more comprehensive, useroriented evaluation measure of information retrieval systems. In
particular, the need to perform evaluations that go beyond individual query interaction has been noted by many researchers, and
some approaches have been proposed (e.g., most recently by Raman

